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Create a cozy backyard getaway with the Naya 3-piece chat set. Perfect for small environments and unused 
corner areas, this contemporary chat set can transform any environment into an attractive conversation space. 
This space-saving chat group includes two accent chairs, complete with 4-sided cushions, and a  The unique, 
open-weave design will draw you in for a closer look and once you take a seat, you’re suddenly immersed in 
comfort as the extra-plush cushions cradle you from four sides. The 22" round side table is a convenient place to 
rest beverages and snacks. Just under 14” tall, this table is designed with the same steel frame and matte black 
finish as the chairs. If you're looking to make a statement in your outdoor space, choose the Naya Collection for 
a fresh, modern take on backyard-chic furniture.

Features

○ Designed with premium, outdoor-grade materials that last year after year

○ Open-weave design over black steel frames

○ High-performance powder coating provides extended protection against rust, scratches, and UV harm

○ Slim, metal legs add a touch of industrial style to the look

○ Cushions are offered in 2 color options: Navy Blue or White

○ Perfect for small environments and unused corner spaces

○ Low-maintenance and easy to clean

○ Some assembly required

○ 1-year limited warranty

Naya Collection
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The Naya Collection

Open-Weave
 Scoop Chair

Open-Weave
 Scoop Chair

Fabric Color  Navy Blue White

Wicker Color Tan Tan

Frame Material Steel Steel

Overall Dimensions 29.3"D x 29.3"W x 30.51"H 29.3"D x 29.3"W x 30.51"H

Overall Weight 19.5 lbs. 19.5 lbs.

Seat Dimensions 29.3"D x 19.3"W x 17.7"H 29.3"D x 19.3"W x 17.7"H

Weight Capacity 220 lbs. 220 lbs.

22" x 22"
End Table

Shape Round

Finish Multi-Step Powder Coating
 in Black

Overall Dimensions 21.6"D x 21.6"W x 13.7"H

Overall Weight 8.5 lbs.

Table Top Material Steel

Weight Capacity 75 lbs.

Table Umbrella 
Compatibility

No

Chairs

Table


